Submissions should be submitted to the Graduate Research Conference Committee, via email (grc@sfasu.edu)

The conference will include 10-to-12 minute paper presentation and poster presentations. This presentation opportunity could be ideal for students who need practice presenting their work to others. Any paper or project composed or conducted up to a year prior is eligible for submission. Please see the next page for a more detailed description of the submission options.

Name: ________________________________

Academic department: ________________________________

Faculty member/members overseeing project:
____________________________

Please select the preferred presentation type.

☐ Paper submission

Title: ________________________________
Attach a 250-500 word abstract with submission

☐ Poster submission

Title: ________________________________
Attach a 250-500 word abstract with submission

☐ Volunteer to serve as panel moderator

☐ Volunteer to help organize and coordinate conference
**Paper Presentations:** Paper presenters can expect to develop their ideas from a class assignment, paper, or research project into an interactive presentation. If desired, presenters may incorporate slides with graphs, pictures, text, etc.—using tools like PowerPoint. Each presentation should last 10-12 minutes. There will be a question and answer period at the end of the paper presentation session.

**Poster Presentations:** Poster presenters will be asked to display their ideas from a class assignment, paper, or research project in poster form and stand next to their posters to explain their project to passersby. The poster session will last an hour and thirty minutes.